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Folding Simulations of Alanine-Based Peptides with Lysine Residues
Shan-Shu Sung
Research Institute, The Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio 44195 USA
ABSTRACT The folding of short alanine-based peptides with different numbers of lysine residues is simulated at constant
temperature (274 K) using the rigid-element Monte Carlo method. The solvent-referenced potential has prevented the multiple-
minima problem in helix folding. From various initial structures, the peptides with three lysine residues fold into helix-dominated
conformations with the calculated average helicity in the range of 60-80%. The peptide with six lysine residues shows only
8-14% helicity. These results agree well with experimental observations. The intramolecular electrostatic interaction of the
charged lysine side chains and their electrostatic hydration destabilize the helical conformations of the peptide with six lysine
residues, whereas these effects on the peptides with three lysine residues are small. The simulations provide insight into the
helix-folding mechanism, including the l3-bend intermediate in helix initiation, the (i, i + 3) hydrogen bonds, the asymmetrical
helix propagation, and the asymmetrical helicities in the N- and C-terminal regions. These findings are consistent with previous
studies.
INTRODUCTION
Several de novo designed peptides form helical conforma-
tions in water (reviewed by Scholtz and Baldwin, 1992). The
folding of these short peptides is also a good subject for
theoretical and computational studies. However, folding
simulations of these peptides have not been reported. The
difficulty arises primarily from the large number of degrees
of freedom in the peptide-solvent system and the multiple
minima on the energy hypersurface (Nemethy and Scheraga,
1977). The helix unfolding has been simulated successfully
(McCammon et aI., 1980; Daggett et aI., 1991b; Tirado-
Rives and Jorgensen, 1991; Daggett and Levitt, 1992), but
helix-folding calculations (with nonhelical initial conforma-
tions) usually need high temperatures or thermal perturba-
tions to search for helical structures (Ripoll and Scheraga,
1988; Brooks, 1989; Wilson and Cui, 1990; Kawai et aI.,
1991; Okamoto, 1994).
Using a solvent-referenced potential and the rigid-element
algorithm, the folding of a 16-residue model peptide with
alanine side chains has been successfully simulated at an
experimentally relevant temperature (274 K) in a previous
study (Sung, 1994). With different initial conformations, in-
cluding the well defined extended conformation, the ran-
domly generated conformation, and the artificially folded,
left-handed helix, the peptide folded into predominantly
a-helical conformations. Because the energy barriers were
lowered by including the average solvent effect in the
solvent-referenced potential, the multiple-minima problem
did not prevent helix formation. For a homopolymer, such as
polyalanine, the potential representing the average properties
of the residues worked well. However, de novo designed
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peptides are usually heteropolymers. Their structures depend
on the amino acid sequence. In addition to the average sol-
vent effect, the specific solvation properties of the various
residues in the sequence must be included in the calculation.
In the present study of the alanine-based peptides with lysine
residues, different hydrophobic effects and electrostatic hy-
drations of alanine and lysine residues are included.
Marqusee et al. (1989) showed that 16-residue, alanine-
based peptides with different numbers of lysine residues
form monomeric conformations with various helical contents
in aqueous solutions. Based on Circular Dichroism (CD)
measurements, the peptide 3K(I), Ac-AAAAKAAAAKA-
AAAKA-NHz' and the peptide 3K(II), Ac-AKAAAAK-
AAAAKAAAA-NHz' showed up to 80% helical content.
The peptide 6K(I), Ac-AKAAKAKAAKAKAAK-NHz'
showed only 15% helical content. Because the helical con-
tent differs greatly, a simple model calculation may provide
a rationale for this experimental observation. In the present
study the folding simulations of 3K(I), 3K(II), and 6K(I) are
carried out. The calculated helicities (the ratio of the number
of helical conformations to the total number of conforma-
tions) are compared with experimental results.
MODEL AND METHODS
Rlgld-element algorithm
The rigid-element algorithm and the solvent-referenced energy calculation
have been described in detail previously (Sung, 1994). Their main features
are briefly mentioned here. In the rigid-element algorithm (Sung, 1992,
1993), the amide -CONH- groups are kept in the rigid planar trans con-
fonnation (except for proline, which is not used in this study) to reduce the
degrees of freedom and to include backbone hydrogen-bonding atoms ex-
plicitly. This treatment has previously been applied in the dihedral angle
variable method (Go and Scheraga, 1970; Bruccoleri and Karplus, 1987).
The dihedral angle method greatly reduces the degrees of freedom, but it
severely restricts local motions in the middle portion of the backbone. In
contrast, the rigid element algorithm uses nondihedral variables to facilitate
independent local motions. The -CONH- groups are flexibly connected
to the a-carbon atoms, subject to bond length and bond angle constraints.
The Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) procedure (Metropolis et aI., 1953) is
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Hydrophobic effect and electrostatic hydration
electric constant (40-100) was suggested for long range electrostatic
interactions at low ionic strength between charges on the protein surface
(Loewenthal et aI., 1993). In the current study, the high effective dielectric
constant of 40 is used for interactions of lysine with other groups, and a
dielectric constant of 80 is tested for comparison.
where i and j refer to the groups i and j; r ij is the distance between i and j,
and D is a constant assigned to be 1 Aby Fauchere et al. (1988). D = 2 A
(used by Vila et al. 1991) is also tested. Hi and Hj are the hydrophobicity
values of groups i and j, in terms of the free energy of transfer from hy-
drophobic to hydrophilic environments. Vi and Vj are the volumes of groups
i and j. N; and~ are the normalization factors that give the maximum energy
change of each group equal to the free energy of transfer, Hi and Hj, re-
spectively. The value of N depends on the cutoff distance, the packing
density, and the nearest neighbor effect. In this study, the values of N
for D = 1 A are set to 2.6, 1.8, and 2.0 (X 41T/3 A3) for alanine side
chains, lysine side chains, and the" --CH2CONH- (or )CHCONH-)
groups, respectively.
Octanol is probably one of the best choices for a partially polar solvent
to mimic the properties of the protein interior (Sharp et aI., 1991). The values
of H in the current study are the free energies of transfer from octanol to
water, based on measurements of Fauchere and Pliska (1983) with the ad-
justment of Sharp et al. (1991). Because the data of Fauchere and Pliska
(1983) were obtained from the partition of N-acetyl amino acid amides, the
In a previous study (Sung, 1994), alanine side chains were used for all
residues in helix-folding simulations. As a theoretical model, the different
side-chain properties in real helices were not included. When different se-
quences are compared, however, the different solvation properties of the
residues must be included. The solvation energy consists of several con-
tributions: the entropic effect of the solvent surrounding the protein (the
hydrophobic effect), the electrostatic interaction of the charged atoms of the
protein molecule with the solvent (the electrostatic hydration), the effect of
the thermal motion of solvent molecules, and the specific interactions, such
as hydrogen bonding between water and protein atoms. How to include the
solvation energy in the molecular mechanics calculations has become the
focus of many recent studies. Several methods have been proposed (van
Gunsteren et aI., 1994). In the current study, the hydrophobic effect and the
electrostatic hydration are included using simple approximations to make
folding simulations feasible. Other contributions to solvation, such as the
specific hydrogen-bonding effect, are not included.
The surface area-based methods are widely used in calculations of the
hydrophobic effect. These methods assign a solvation parameter to each
atom and then multiply this parameter by the solvent-accessible surface area
to calculate a free energy of solvation (Eisenberg and McLachlan, 1986;
Eisenberg et aI., 1989). However, the surface area calculation is very time-
consuming and computationally expensive. Therefore, it is not used in this
study, except the approximation proposed by Wodack and Janin (1980),
which is tested for comparison.
An exponential decay of the macroscopic hydrophobic forces has been
observed, and its application to molecular interactions seems reasonable
(Isrealachvili and Pashley, 1982; Pashley et al., 1985). Fauchere et al. (1988)
used the pairwise function with exponential decay to estimate the effect of
the solvent. Vila et al. (1991) also tested this function and suggested its use
in rough conformation searches. Because this pairwise function is much
simpler than surface area calculations, it is used in the current study for
computational efficiency. A normalization factor is included to improve the
accuracy. Otherwise, the calculated energy change of a residue could exceed
the free energy of transfer from a completely buried state to a fully hydrated
state. The interaction function is derived from a macroscopic interaction, so
the group-based solvent effects are calculated for each backbone peptide unit
and each side chain. For the hydrophobic effect, a modified formula is
chosen in this study,
(1)( BV BV) ( r.. )dG.. = - :..::..'..:..J. +::L.! exp _-'L
'J N; ~ D '
Because the explicit inclusion of water molecules sharply increases the
computation load, a solvent-referenced potential was proposed to use the
average solvent effect as the reference for energy calculations (Sung, 1994).
This approximate treatment includes a shifted truncation of the VDW in-
teraction and a rescaled electrostatic interaction. In a biological system, the
intramolecular VDW interactions of a protein molecule are balanced by
the interactions with solvent molecules. The longer range attractive inter-
actions provide a nearly uniform background potential and can serve as the
reference for the VDW energy calculation. The short range repulsive in-
teractions have a major effect on the structural arrangement and thus need
to be calculated explicitly. Therefore, the VDW interaction is truncated at
the minimum energy distances and shifted so that the minimum energy is
zero. This shifted truncation is based on the mean field approximation in the
van der Waals theory of the liquid-solid transition (Longuet-Higgins and
Widom, 1964; Reiss, 1965; Widom, 1967; Weeks et aI., 1971; Chandler
et aI., 1983). A similar treatment has been applied previously to protein
structure studies (McCammon et aI., 1980).
When solvent molecules are not included explicitly, the electrostatic
interactions are usually exaggerated (Daggett et al., 1991a; Daggett and
Levitt, 1993). Therefore, the electrostatic interaction may be scaled down
to account for the solvent effect. According to the enthalpies of helix for-
mation (in the range from 0.9 to 1.3 kcallmol per residue, see Ooi and
Oobatake, 1991; Scholtz et aI., 1991), the dielectric e = 2R is used for
AMBER partial charges of the backbone atoms. Thus, the average com-
peting effects of the solvent molecules for hydrogen bonding are included
approximately. The advantage of using e = 2R is that the ratios of the atomic
charges in the force field are unchanged and the conformation with the
lowest electrostatic energy remains the same as that with e = R. For other
force fields, a different effective dielectric constant could be used according
to the value of the enthalpy change. In a previous study (Sung, 1994), other
values of the dielectric constants were tested and their effects were dis-
cussed. However, because the lysine side chain is charged and usually stays
on the protein surface in contact with water molecules, a different dielectric
constant from that for backbone should be used for interactions involving
the charged side chains (Warshel and Aqvist, 1991). A high effective di-
Solvent-referenced potential
used in the simulation. The backbone motion consists of the motion of the
a-carbon trace structure and the rotation of the amide groups about the
Ca--Ca pseudo-bonds. At each step, only one or two rigid amide elements
move, and all pairwise interactions that do not include the moved elements
are not recalculated. The working hypothesis of the MC method in folding
simulation is that the folding is a Markov process with Boltzmann transition
probabilities and that the native conformations are stochastically stable with
respect to random fluctuations (Li and Scheraga, 1987). With lattice models,
the MC method has been successfully used to study protein folding (Sikorski
and Skolnick, 1989; Skolnick et aI., 1988, 1989).
The parameters of the AMBER force field (Weiner et aI., 1984) are used
for backbone and l3-carbon atoms. The alanine side chain is represented by
a sphere centered at the C~ location, as in the united-atom model. The 6-12
potential is used in calculating the van der Waals (VDW) interaction for
nonhydrogen bond atom pairs. To compensate for the thermal expansion and
peptide rigidity, the effective VDW radii of atoms are scaled down to 95%
of their original values as given by Weiner et al. (1984). Similar treatments
have been used by others (Levitt, 1983; Creamer and Rose, 1992). In ad-
dition to the C~ atom, the lysine side-chain atoms are represented by an
interaction center with a spherical potential. The center of the sphere is
allowed to move within 3.2 A from the C~ atom, which is the distance
between the C~ atom and the geometrical center of the rest of the side-chain
atoms in the fully extended conformation. The 6-8 potential suggested by
Levitt (1976), is used for the interaction center. The radius for minimum
energy of the 6-8 potential is 2.94 A, calculated from the lysine side-chain
volume (Gerstein et aI., 1994). The minimum energy of the 6-8 potential
is 0.16 kcallmol, calculated according to the formula given by Levitt (1976).
As in the AMBER force field, the 10-12 potential is used for hydrogen-
bonding atom pairs, and the minimum energy is -0.5 kcallmol at the dis-
tance of 2 A.
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where /i/iGi is the effect of all other atoms on the electrostatic hydration
energy of atom i; 10m and lOs are the dielectric constants of the protein and
solvent with assigned values of 2 and 80, respectively; qi is the charge on
i; VI and ~ are the volumes of! andj; and rij (or r.J is the distance between
i and j (or between i and I). The first sum runs over all atoms except i itself.
The second sum corresponds to the fully hydrated state and is zero because
a fully hydrated atom should be infmitely separated from other protein
atoms. This approximation agrees well with the numerical calculations and
certain experimental data (Gilson and Honig, 1991). The electrostatic in-
teraction of the partial charges of the backbone atoms with the solvent is
included in the hydrophobic effect. The electrostatic hydration, therefore,
is calculated for charged side chains only, as in the treatment of Vila et a!.
(1992). Because the derivation of the formula does not require each particle
to be an atom, the lysine side chain is treated as a whole group with the
charge of +1.
In the current study, all simulations were carried out at a constant tem-
perature of 274 K because these synthetic peptides were studied experi-
mentally at this temperature (Marqusee et a!., 1989). All of the illustrations
of the peptide conformations were produced using the MidasPlus software
system from the Computer Graphics Laboratory, University of California,
San Francisco (Ferrin et a!., 1988).
value for a side chain is taken from the difference between this residue and
glycine. Each backbone -CH2CONH- unit is treated as an interaction
center located at the carbonyl carbon position. Its H value is set to 0.42
kcaVmol, which is the average of the difference between asparagine and
glycine and of the difference between glutamine and alanine. This value is
also close to one-half (about 0.5 kcaVmol) that of N-acetyl glycine amide,
which contains two -CH2CONH- units. Because 0.42 is a rough estimate,
a value of zero for -CH2CONH- is also tested. In general, the free energy
of transfer from octanol to water results in a smaller energy change than the
NMR-derived parameters used by Vila et a!. (1992) in the calculations of
helix unfolding. This difference seems to be a major reason that the results
of the current study are not entirely the same as their results.
The electrostatic interaction of charged residues with solvent, or elec-
trostatic hydration, differs in nature from the solvent entropy effect and is
treated separately. Charged residues have much stronger electrostatic in-
teraction with water than neutral residues. This interaction pulls the charged
residues to the surface of the protein molecule. The electrostatic hydration
can be calculated by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation numerically
(Gilson et al., 1987), but it is too time-consuming for folding simulations.
Recently, Gilson and Honig (1991) proposed a simple approximation to
incorporate electrostatic hydration in molecular mechanics calculations:
Simulation Steps (in millions)
FIGURE 2 The conformations at steps 3 M, 6 M, 8 M, 12 M, 19 M, 78
M, and 80 M (left to right) during the folding simulation of 3K(I). N ter-
minus is at the bottom of the figure. Alanine side chains are represented by
a Cp atom, and lysine side chains are represented by both a Cp atom and an
interaction center for the rest of the atoms. The conformation at step 3 M
is an extended coil after relaxation from the fully extended initial confor-
mation. At step 6 M a small helical segment formed in the middle of
the molecule. At step 8 M, the helical segment propagated toward the C
terminus, and at step 12 M the whole helix formed. The conformations at
step 19 M, 78 M, and 80 M show different partially unfolded helices in
equilibrium.
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FIGURE 1 The potential energies during the folding simulation of the
peptide 3K(I). The thick solid curve (bottom curve) represents the total
potential energy. The thin solid curve (middle curve) represents the elec-
trostatic hydration. The dotted curve (top curve) represents the hydrophobic
effect.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulation of 3K(I) with an extended
initial conformation
The first simulation started with the fully extended confor-
mation (all of the cp, l/J angles equal to 180°) of 3K(I) and ran
for 100 million (100 M) steps. The dielectric constant is 40
for interactions with charged lysine side chains. The potential
energies during the simulation are shown in Fig. 1, and the
conformations illustrating the folding process are shown in
Fig. 2. As the simulation started, the molecule relaxed
quickly from the fully extended geometry. Unstable hydro-
gen bonds formed and broke. At step 3 M, the conformation
was an extended coil, as shown in Fig. 2. At step 5 M, a
hydrogen bond formed between the carbonyl of residue 4 and
the amino hydrogen of residue 7 in a f3-bend structure. At
step 6 M, a helical segment containing six hydrogen bonds
formed from residue 4 to residue 13. At step 8 M, the helical
conformation propagated to the C-terminus. At step 12 M, a
complete helix formed. The first hydrogen bond from the N
terminus and the last three hydrogen bonds were in the
(i, i+3) pattern, or the 310 helix pattern, whereas the major
part of the helix was in the (i, i+4) pattern, or the a-helix
pattern (Fig. 2). After step 12 M, helix-dominated confor-
mations were observed. Corresponding to the high energy
peak at step 78 M, the helix was mostly unfolded, as shown
in Fig. 2. At step 80 M, the helix reformed and the energy
dropped. An equilibrium of many conformations observed in
the simulation is consistent with the fact that the peptide is
in constant motion at the experimental temperature. The total
potential energy decreased from about 10 kcallmol for the
extended coil to about -10 kcallmol for the helix-dominated
conformations. This energy change agrees well with the ex-
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perimentally measured enthalpy change upon helix folding
(Scholtz et al. 1991).
The hydrophobic effect stabilizes the helix relative to the
extended conformation. This energy is about 2 kcaVmol
lower for helical conformations because helices are more
compact than the extended conformation. In contrast, the
electrostatic hydration energy destabilizes the helical con-
formation. This energy increases by about 3 kcaVmol during
helix folding because charged side chains are, on average,
closer to other residues in helical conformations than in ex-
tended conformations. Unlike the residues buried inside a
globular protein, the residues in a single helix are still largely
exposed. Therefore, the energy changes of both the hydro-
phobic effect and the electrostatic hydration are small. When
a whole protein molecule folds, these energy changes will be
larger. The solvation effect, as well as the packing factor, are
very important in protein folding (Dill, 1990; Chan and Dill,
1991; Rose and Wolfenden, 1993). The study of an isolated
3K(I) helix does not fully address the role of these factors.
Fig. 3 is a Ramachandran plot for all 16 residues. This plot
shows the dihedral angles between step 10 M and 100 M at
1 M step intervals. The data of the first 10 M steps are not
shown because during the starting period the initial structure
has a large effect and the equilibrium has not been reached.
In Fig. 3 the highest density of points is in the helical region
of -90° < cp < -45° and -60° < ljJ < -15°. This region is
not exactly centered at the ideal a-helix angles (-57° and
-47°, respectively). Instead, it is close to the helical region
in the molecular dynamics study of helix unfolding in water
by Daggett and Levitt (1992). The region corresponding to
180 ~---------.------------
'" .
.. ,'
,""
the extended conformations (or l3-strands) and the region
between the extended and helical regions are also populated,
indicating the coil-helix transition. Because the 310 helix is
an intermediate during helix folding and unfolding (Tirado-
Rives and Jorgensen, 1991; Sung, 1994), the 310 helix region
(-60°,-30°) is also substantially populated. In addition to
the l3-bend structure at step 5 M, the (i,i+3) hydrogen bonds
and the 310 helix segments often occur near the ends of a
helix, such as those seen at the C-terminal region ofthe helix
at steps 12 M and 80 M in Fig. 2. The observations on the
l3-bend structures, the (i,i+3) hydrogen bonds, and the 310
helices agree with previous findings in both theoretical and
experimental studies (Lewis et aI., 1971; Zimmerman and
Scheraga, 1977; Sundaralingam and Sekharudu, 1989;
Tobias and Brooks, 1990; Tirado-Rives and Jorgensen 1991;
Miik et aI., 1992; Sung, 1994).
Following the assignment of Daggett and Levitt (1992), a
residue is considered helical when its cp and ljJ angles are
within 30° of the ideal a-helix angles of -57° and -47°.
Using this criterion, from step 10 M to the end of the simu-
lation (100 M steps), an average of 66% of the residue con-
formations are helical. For each residue the helicity is quite
different, shown as solid bars in Fig. 4. The middle residues
have higher helicities (close to 90%). The residues near the
C terminus have much lower helicities. These findings are
consistent with experimental studies (Casteel et aI., 1993)
and other theoretical results (Chakrabartty et aI., 1994). The
N-terminal capping by the acetyl group is one reason for the
higher helicity near the N terminus than the C terminus. The
positively charged lysine side chains may also play a role.
The CO groups point toward the C end of the helix. A posi-
tively charged side chain in the C-end side of a residue sta-
bilizes the helical conformation of the residue, and that in the
N-end destabilizes the helical conformation. The effect of the
negatively charged side chains is the opposite. For residues
near the N terminus, the lysines are located in their C-end
side and stabilize the CO and NH alignment in the helix. For
," .
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FIGURE 3 The cp, t/J angles during the simulation of the peptide 3K(I)
with the fully extended initial conformation. The points represent the di-
hedral angle pairs of all 16 residues during the simulation between steps 10
M and 100 M at 1 M step intervals.
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Residue Number
FIGURE 4 The helicities of the residues during the simulation. The solid
bars are for 3K(I), the hatched bars are for 3K(II), and the striped bars are
for 6K(I).
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residues near the C terminus, the lysines are located in their
N-end side and destabilize the CO and NH alignment in the
helix.
Tests on other initial conformations and
different potentials
To see the effect of the initial structure, a conformation with
random cp, t/J angles was tested under the same conditions as
those for the extended initial conformation. The peptide
formed helix-dominated conformations in 10 M steps. The
average helicity is 63% from steps 10 to 100 M. A left-
handed helix was tested as the initial conformation in a pre-
vious study of the polyalanine helix model (Sung, 1994). In
the current study, the amino acid sequence is different and
different solvation energies are used for alanine and lysine
residues. Therefore, this initial conformation is tested again.
During the simulation, the left-handed helix unfolded gradu-
ally and the right-handed helical segments started to form
before the left-handed segment unfolded entirely. The left-
handed helix unfolded completely at step 55 M, and a com-
plete right-handed helix formed at step 81 M. The multiple-
minima problem did not prevent the simulation from
reaching the lowest energy conformation. After step 81 M the
right-handed helical conformations dominated in the equi-
librium. From step 80 M to the end of the simulation (step
100 M), the average helicity is 62%. Fig. 5 shows the dihedral
angles during the simulation. The points around
(+50°,+40°) are from the left-handed helices, and those
around (-60°,-40°) are from the right-handed helices. As
in Fig. 3, the region of extended conformations and the coil-
180 ,---------------,---------,
. . ~ ,.
helix transition region are also populated. The distribution of
the dihedral angles in the cp < 0° region is similar to that in
Fig. 3, except that the density in the right-handed helix region
in Fig. 5 is smaller because it formed late in the simulation.
This similarity indicates a similar coil-helix equilibrium de-
spite the differences in the initial conformations.
The formula used to calculate the hydrophobic effect is
highly approximate, but the hydrophobic contribution to the
helix stabilization is only about 2 kcal/mol, less than 20% of
the total potential energy change. The qualitative results do
not seem to depend critically on the approximate formula
used to calculate the hydrophobic effect. Nevertheless, other
functions of the hydrophobic effect were tested. A different
distance dependence of the hydrophobic effect, exp(- Ri2),
was tested. With this distance dependence, the energy change
of the hydrophobic effect was slightly less, and a helix-
dominated equilibrium was also obtained. A solvent-
accessible surface area-based calculation was tested using
the approximation of Wodak and Janin (1980) for compu-
tational efficiency. Again, predominant helical conforma-
tions were observed. The zero hydrophobicity for
-CH2CONH- was also tested because direct experimental
data on the free energy of transfer of the -CH2CONH-
group are not available. The results were similar, and the
average helicity of all residues during the period from 10 M
to 100 M steps was 60%.
The simulation of 3K(I) was also carried out using a di-
electric constant of 80 for charged lysine side chains. The
average helicity of all residues was 65%. The electrostatic
interactions among the charged side chains did not change
much during the helix folding because they are separated by
four alanine residues in the sequence and are evenly dis-
tributed around the helix axis in space. The lysine side chain
charges do not have a large destabilizing effect on the helical
conformation of 3K(I). To investigate further the charge ef-
fect of the lysine residues, the side-chain charge was arti-
ficially set to zero. Consequently, both the intramolecular
electrostatic interaction and the electrostatic hydration of the
lysine residues became zero. The average helicity of all resi-
dues was 69%. In summary, with different initial confor-
mations, the multiple minima problem did not prevent the
simulation from reaching the lowest energy conformation.
With different electrostatic interactions of the charged lysine
side chains, the calculated average helicity of the 16 residues
of peptide 3K(I) is in the range between 60 and 70%. The
effect of side-chain charges on the calculated helicity of
3K(I) is small.
Simulations of 3K(II)
For another 16-residue, alanine-based peptide with three ly-
sines, 3K(II), a simulation with a fully extended initial con-
formation was carried out under the same conditions as for
3K(I) shown in Fig. 1. Helix-dominated conformations
formed after 7 M steps. The average helicity of the 16 resi-
dues of 3K(II) is 63% during the simulation from step 10 M
to step 100 M. The helicity of each residue is shown in Fig.
180o
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FIGURE 5 The cp, t/J angles during the simulation of 3K(I) that started
with the left-handed helix. The points represent the dihedral angle pairs of
all 16 residues during the simulation between steps 1 M and 100 M at 1 M
step intervals.
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FIGURE 7 The conformations at steps 13 M, 14 M, 72 M, 100 M, and
151 M (left to right) during the simulation of 6K(I). The N terminus is at
the bottom of the figure. Alanine side chains are represented by a Cp atom,
and lysine side chains are represented by both a Cp atom and an interaction
center for the rest of the atoms. The conformation at step 13 M is an extended
coil after relaxation from the fully extended initial conformation. The con-
formations at step 14 M, 72 M, 100 M, and 151 M show selected low energy
conformations.
4 as hatched bars. The average helicity of 3K(II) is slightly
lower than that of 3K(I), in agreement with experimental
observations (Marqusee et aI., 1989). The lower helicity
might be because the positively charged lysines are closer to
the N terminus in 3K(II) than in 3K(I). But the difference is
small, and it may well be caused by fluctuation. The
Ramachandran plot of 3K(II) is very similar to that of 3K(I)
in Fig. 3 and, therefore, is not shown. The left-handed helix
was also tested for 3K(II) as an initial conformation. The
left-handed helix unfolded, and right-handed helices formed
at about 50 M steps. With € = 80 for lysine side chains, the
average helicity of the 16 residues is 62%, close to that with
€ = 40. Again, the effect of the lysine side-chain charges is
small for the 16-residue, alanine-based peptide with three
lysine residues.
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Simulations of 6K(I)
For the 16-residue, alanine-based peptide with six lysine resi-
dues, 6K(I), a simulation was carried out with the fully ex-
tended initial conformation and € = 40. As shown in Fig. 6,
the energies of 6K(I) are generally higher than that of 3K(I),
mainly because of the repulsion among the charged lysine
side chains. The electrostatic hydration energy is also higher.
This energy term represents the energy increase of lysines in
the peptide conformation from that in a fully hydrated state.
Its value is positive. More lysine residues contribute to higher
energy change for 6K(I) than 3K(I). Unlike 3K(I), the av-
erage energies remain nearly constant during the simulation,
indicating no stable folding. During the simulation, isolated
hydrogen bonds of the l3-bend structure started to appear near
the termini at about 3 M steps but were not stable. Corre-
sponding to several energy minima, small helical segments
occurred, such as those at steps 14 M, 72 M, and 151 Min
Fig. 7. However, not all energy minima corresponded to hel-
ical segments. The conformation at step 100 M contained a
smalll3-sheet segment near the N terminus. These secondary
structure elements were unstable and disappeared in the fol-
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FIGURE 6 The potential energies during the folding simulation of the
peptide 6K(I). The thick solid curve (top curve) represents the total potential
energy. The thin solid curve (bottom curve) represents the electrostatic hy-
dration. The dotted curve (middle curve) represents the hydrophobic effect.
lowing steps. However, they indicate that helical conforma-
tions are accessible and energy barriers are not the major
reason that stable helices did not form. Still, the simulation
of 6K(I) ran for 200 M steps, longer than that of 3K(I), to see
whether higher helicity could be reached.
The helicity of each residue of 6K(I) from 10 M to 200 M
steps are shown in Fig. 4 as striped bars. The value for each
residue is generally below 25%. Interestingly, the first two
residues have the highest values, because of both the
N-capping effect and the electrostatic effect of the large num-
ber of the positively charged lysines in the C-terminal side
of the first two residues. For both the period from 10 M to
100 M steps and the period from 10 M to 200 M steps, the
average helicity of the 16 residues is 8%, which is much
lower than those of 3K(I) and 3K(II). Experimental mea-
surements have shown that this peptide has a lower helical
content, about 15% (Marqusee et aI. 1989). The large dif-
ference in the calculated helicities between 6K(I) and 3K(I)
qualitatively agrees with experimental results. The lower he-
licity of 6K(I) is also shown in a Ramachandran plot (Fig.
8). The density in the helical region in Fig. 8 is smaller than
that shown in Fig. 3. The region corresponding to the ex-
tended structure is populated more.
Because a complete helix did not form during the simu-
lation of the peptide 6K(I), it was not known if a coil-helix
equilibrium was reached. Therefore, another simulation
started with an a-helical conformation of 6K(I) and ran for
200 M steps. During the simulation, the helicity decreased
gradually from the initial value of 100%. The helix unfolded
completely within 20 M steps. But in the following steps,
helical segments formed and unfolded several times. The
average helicity finally decreased to about 8% after step 150
M, which is consistent with the helicity calculated with the
extended initial conformation. Therefore, the calculated he-
licity of about 8% is close to the equilibrium value. The
intramolecular electrostatic energy difference between the
extended conformation and the helical conformation is about
15 kcallmol for 6K(I) and 20 kcal/mol for 3K(I). The elec-
trostatic hydration energy difference is about -5 kcallmol
for 6K(I) and about - 3 kcallmol for 3K(I). The potential
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Further comparison with experimental
measurements and discussion of force fields
FIGURE 8 The cp, 0/ angles during the simulation of 6K(I) with the fully
extended initial conformation. The points represent the dihedral angle pairs
of all 16 residues during the simulation between steps 10 M and 100 M at
1 M step intervals.
Quantitatively, the calculated helicities are not directly com-
parable with the experimentally measured helical contents
because they are defined differently. The calculated helicity
depends on the dihedral angle ranges that define the helical
conformation, whereas the experimental value is measured
by the minimum at 222 nm in the CD spectra. Daggett and
Levitt (1992) also used a slightly different helical range in
analyzing their helix-unfolding simulation results: the range
of the dihedral angle <p is -100° to - 30°, and dihedral angle
tJ1 is - 80° to - 5°. Using this range and the dielectric constant
of 40 for charged side chains, the calculated helicity of 3K(I)
66% 63% 8%
65% 62% 14%
77% 74% 11%
3K(I) 3K(II) 6K(I)
Dielectric constant
Helical criteria· for lysine side chains
-870 < cp < -270 & e = 40
-770 <0/<-170 e=80
-1000 < cp < -300 & e = 40
-800 < 0/ < -50
TABLE 1 The calculated helicities
is 77%, that of 3K(II) is 74%, and that of 6K(I) is 11%. These
values are higher than those obtained with the previous hel-
ical range and are quantitatively closer to the experimentally
measured helical contents. The calculated average helicities
are listed in Table 1. However, given the highly approximate
nature of the force field, exact quantitative agreement with ex-
periments is not expected. Qualitatively, with either definition
the large difference of the calculated helicities between 3K(I) (or
3K(Il)) and 6K(I) agrees well with experimental results.
Alanine-lysine peptides were previously simulated using
E = R for backbone atoms (our unpublished results). From
extended conformations, 3K(I) and 3K(II) showed helix-
dominated final structures and 6K(I) had a much shorter he-
lical segment. Once these conformations formed, intercon-
versions among different conformations were rare and
the structures were more static. The major problem in using
E = R is that the calculated energy change is more than twice
as large as the experimentally obtained enthalpy change. The
exaggerated energy change causes higher energy barriers that
prevent frequent interconversions among different confor-
mations and cause the multiple minima problem. Using the
solvent-referenced potential, the exaggerated energy change
is reduced in part by the larger effective dielectric constant.
With E = 2R, more motion is observed. After reaching equi-
librium, every residue has some probability in the helical
conformation and some probability in the coil conformation.
More conformations are accessible. Even the most stable
conformations, like the 3K(I) helices, sometimes unfold. The
conformations with local minimum energies are unlikely to
hold for a long period. Therefore, the multiple minima are no
longer a serious problem. The simulation with the solvent-
referenced potential represents more realistically the motion
of the molecule, and its enthalpy change upon folding is in
the experimental range.
In summary, the simulations show predominantly helical
conformations for the alanine-based peptides with three ly-
sines and much lower helicity for the peptide with six lysines.
These results are in good agreement with experimental ob-
servations. The lysine residues make the alanine-based pep-
tides soluble, but too many lysine residues make helical con-
formations less favorable. The intramolecular electrostatic
interaction and the electrostatic hydration of lysine side
chains destabilize helical conformations of 6K(I), whereas
these effects on the helix stability of the peptides with three
SUMMARY
·Dihedral angle ranges used by Daggett and Levitt (1992).
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energy difference of the coil-helix transition of 6K(I) seems
too small to overcome the entropy effect to reach a high
helicity. The charges on the six lysine side chains destabilize
helical conformations of 6K(I).
The dielectric constant 80 for charged lysine side chains
was tested for 6K(I) with the fully extended initial confor-
mation. The average helicity from step 10 M to 200 M is
14%, which is higher than that with dielectric constant 40.
This difference shows that the electrostatic interaction of the
charged side chains destabilizes the helical conformation of
6K(I). In contrast, it has little effect on the helix stability of
3K(I). These results are consistent with the experimental ob-
servations that the salt concentration has larger effect on the
helical content of 6K(I) than on 3K(I) (Marqusee et aI.,
1989), because the dielectric constant is dependent on the salt
concentration.
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lysine residues are small. The simulations provide insight
into the helix-folding mechanism, which is consistent with
a previous helix-folding study using polyalanine model
(Sung, 1994) and other studies (Lewis et aI., 1971;
Zimmerman and Scheraga, 1977; Sundaralingam and
Sekharudu, 1989; Tobias and Brooks, 1990; Tirado-Rives
and Jorgensen 1991; Miik et aI., 1992). The l3-bend structure
is observed as intermediate in helix initiation. The (i, i+3)
hydrogen bonds often occur near the ends of helical segments
during folding or unfolding, whereas the middle portion is
often a-helical. The helix propagation toward the C terminus
seems faster than toward the N terminus, but the residues
near the N terminus show higher helicity in the thermody-
namic equilibrium.
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